
Sunday morning in Cape Town listening to the final table of the World Series of Poker where there’s $8 

million to the winner.  It’s the highest prize in world sport. 

 

So...a whole week without an air trip and sleeping in the same bed as well. 

 

A chance to catch up and get myself organised for the next 5 weeks here in Cape Town before its back 

to the UK and USA for Christmas.  I’ve got ideas for both the SDI business and the Negotiation business 

and I’m working through the to-do list. 

 

Regular readers will know the focus on sport here and this week I watched two all greats perform at their 

best.  Sachin Tendulkar scored 175 in a one day game against Australia and Mariano Rivera closed out 

the World Series for the Yankees.  I’ve never seen a team looked so dispirited as the Phillies did when 

Rivera walked to the mound...they knew they were beat.  He can pitch for me any day.  I believe this is a 

golden era in sport...almost every major sport has all-time greats currently playing. 

 

I’d appreciate some feedback on a development in this newsletter...read the next box. 

 

Enjoy your week with three tips as usual... 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

November 8th 2009 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I’m very close to finishing the two new websites:  www.sdisouthafrica.com and 

www.negotiationupdate.com and I’m thinking that I could migrate the tips from this newsletter to the blog 

pages of each site.  This means that the update will be just this front sheet and links to the two sites. 

The upside of this is that the tips will remain visible all week on the blogs and those of you who have told 

me that SDI isn’t your thing won’t have it to read. 

I try to respond where I can. 

When I grow up I want to be Kingsley Holgate.  Bought his new book and it’s wonderful.  Good story, 

adventure and the publishers have given it great production qualities.  Buy “Afrika” if you enjoy good 

travel and adventure writing. 

(11-06) 13:36 PST SEOUL, South Korea (AP) -- 

A woman in South Korea who tried to pass the written exam for a driver's license with near-daily 

attempts since April 2005 has finally succeeded on her 950th time. The aspiring driver spent 

more than 5 million won ($4,200) in application fees, but until now had failed to score the 
minimum 60 out of a possible 100 points needed to get behind the wheel for a driving test. 

Cha Sa-soon, 68, finally passed the written exam with a score of 60 on Wednesday, said Choi Young-

chul, a police official at the drivers' license agency in Jeonju, 130 miles (210 kilometers) south of Seoul. 

Police said Cha took the test hundreds of times, but had no specific total. Local media said she took the 

test 950 times. 

Now she must pass a driving test before getting her license, Choi said. 
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SDI...ABC 
 

I learnt an easy system to employ when meeting a new person....it’s ABC. 
 
Assess 
Borrow 
Connect 
 
When we meet people we do our best to try to assess their SDI MVS...that’s their colour to you 
and me. 
 
Once we got a handle on people we then try to borrow a style to connect with them better.  
Sometimes we’ll have an easy connection based on our authentic personal style but sometimes 
we’ll need to try to find a behaviour style that works that is borrowed for us. 
 
This is a very simple way of making your relationship behaviours start positively. 
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The price is right 
 
I sat through a presentation recently where we were accused of underpricing ourselves.  The 
consultant did exactly what I’ve done to people here in South Africa...ironic really. 
 
If we look at the whole world of selling and put people into two boxes...those who are charging 
more than they’re worth and those who charge less.  I guess there would be plenty of people in 
the too little box and that’s the rub. 
 
How much of a punishment must it be every time you send a client an invoice to think that they 
would have paid more but you didn’t ask them. 
 
Obviously we have to balance volume with price and the value equation...but this week the 
sermon is:  can you charge more?...find out. 
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Level thinking 
 

Here’s another cross over from poker.  Let’s look at thinking and planning... 
 
Level 1...what’s our position... 
Level 2...what’s their position... 
Level 3...what do we think they think our position is... 
Level 4...what do they think that we think their position is... 
 
Get yourself good with your position and then try to get into the other party’s head and see it from 
their point of view and then see what you can do to influence their thinking. 
 
I often tell my clients what I would say to the other party if I was their consultant.  We always find 
this 180 degree profile useful. 


